Requirements for a Minor in Drama (18 hours minimum):

- **DRAM 1223** Introduction to Dramatic Art or **DRAM 1003** or **DRAM 1003H** Basic Movement and Dance

One of the following courses or course/lab combinations is also required:

- **DRAM 1313/1311L** Stage Technology I/Lab: Costumes and Makeup
- **DRAM 1323/1321L** Stage Technology II/Lab: Scenery and Lighting
- **DRAM 1683** Acting I

The remaining hours must be selected from courses at the 3000- or 4000-level. The specific courses are to be determined by the student in consultation with a drama department faculty adviser.

- **DRAM _________** (3000+)
- **DRAM _________** (3000+)
- **DRAM _________** (3000+)
- **DRAM _________** (3000+)

The student must notify the department of his or her intent to minor.

---

*Please visit catalog.uark.edu for an extensive list of graduation and prerequisite requirements.*